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echnically speaking

Site noise vs. system noise figure
By Harold Kinley, C.E.T.
No matter how good the noise figure of
individual components of a receiving system may be, i1 is the overall system noise
figure that represents the bottom line in
describing how well a receiving system
will perform in the real world. To a large
degree it is the ambient site noise in which
the receiving antenna is placed that determines the overall system noise figure. In this
column we will look ai several receiving
systems for a conventional narrowband FM
(:tSkHz deviation) system and compare the
performance in high-, medium- and lownoise environments.

Antenna noise figure
Sometimes you will see the term antenna noise temperature used to describe
the. level of ambient site noise in which
the antenna is placed. 1 prefer to use the
term antenna 11oise figure. Figure I below
shows a si mple open-circuit resistor.
Thermal noise voltage will appear across
the resistor. The level of the noise voltage
will depend on the resistance, tempera1ure and bandwidth. The formula for noise
vollage is( VN):

V"

=J4RkTB

For SOW systems this can be reduced to
VN

= 14.14JkTB

where
k =Boltzmann's constant, or l.38XJ0·13
T = temperature in degrees Kelvin (K)
and
8 = bandwidth in hertz.
Generally, 290°Kelvin, or abou1 62°F,
is considered to be earth's temperature.
The noise voltage appearing across the
SO!l resi stor shown in Figure l is
0.1096µV al 290°K in a ISkHz bandwidth.
The equivalent noise input of a receiver
can be determined by the following for-

[ - son RESISTOR

Figure 1. The open circuit th ermal noise volt·
age across the son resistor is 0.1096mV
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Figure 2. When the resistor Is connected to
the Input of the receiver, the noise voltage
from the resistor Is reduced by one-half to
0.055µ.V, and the receiver with a noise figure
of OdB will have an equivalent noise Input
voltage of 0.055µ.V. This results In a total noise
voltage of o.onaµ. V at the receiver Input.

mula: NR = !Olog(Nn) +NF - 174 where NR
= equivalent receiver input noise in dBm,
NB = noise bandwidth in hertz and Nr =
receiver noise figure in decibels. Jf the receiver noise figure is OdB and the noise
bandwidth is lS,OOOHz, then the equivalent
noise input to the receiver is - 132.24dBm
or O.OS46µV rounded to O.OSSµV.
Now, refer back to the son open- ·
circuit resistor. It had a noise voltage of
0.1096µ V across the terminals. If we connect this resistor to a son receiver with a
OdB noise figure (with the .equivalent of
0.0SSµV noise voltage input), what happens? (See Figure 2 above.) Because the
resistor is terminated in son (receiver input impedance), the noise voltage across
the resistor will divide in half to produce
O.OSSµV of noise voltage across the receiver input. Now the resistor is contributing O.OSSµV of noise, and the input noise
at the receiver is O.OSSµV. Because the two
noise voltages are non-coherent, the total
or resultant noise voltage at the input to
the receiver is found from the root-sum square (RSS) of the two voltages.
Thus, the resultant noise voltage at the
input to the receiver is:

N= J NR2+NR.2
= J o.055 2

+ o.055 2

= J0.00605

= 0.0778µV
Thus, with the SO!l. resistor connected
to the receiver input, the noise voltage
has increased from 0.0S5µV lo 0 .0778µV,
representing an increase of 3dB. The noise
figure has increased by 3dB witl1 the connection of the resis1or lo the receiver, or
simply, the resistor has a noise figure of
3dB. If we substitu1e an antenna for the
resistor the antenna will have the same
effect on noise figure; that is. assuming
that the antenna is placed in an environ-

Figure 3. The basic receiving system is composed of the antenna, the preamplifier, transmission lines and the receiver.

ment where site noise is negligible. It
would be hard to find such a place in lhe
real world. The main point is to show thal
an antenna will exhibit a noise figure of
3dB at a minimum. Normally, the equivalent antenna noise figure will be much
higher than 3dB.

System noise figure
Now, we will examine several examples of receiving systems lo compare
the effects of site noise with various
amounts of line loss and with or without
a tOwer-top preamplifier. Figure 3 above
is our basic receiving system. The prerunplifier (the dashed line) may or may not
be in line for a particular series of data.
The receiver used in this table represents a sensitivity of approximately
0.2SµV for a noise figure of 9dB. The first
four lines of the table are for antennas
with the best possible noise figure (3dB)
representing a site with the lowest possible noise. Notice that the line loss affects the overall system noise figure almost on a decibel for decibel basis.
Lines S-9 illustra1e what happens when
the antenna is at a site wilh moderate
noise represented by a I OdB antenna noise
figure. Notice that on line S, for a OdB
line loss, lhe system noise figure is
12.3dB. On line 7, the line loss is increased to 4dB but only increases the
system noise figure by slightly more than
2dB.
Lines 9-11 show some comparisons at
a site where the site noise is high represented by a 20dB antenna noise figure.
The overall system noise figure with a
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Table 1. How site noise attocts line los s ond the use of a tower-top amplifier.

Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

N. ~

(dB)

3
3
3
3
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
3
3
3
3
10
10
10
10
20
20
20

PREAMP
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES

line loss of OdB is 20.3dB (line 9). The
overall system noise figure for 6dB line
loss only increases by 0.9dB. Thus, with
high site noise, the line loss is less significant than where site noise is low.
Lines 12-15 illustrate the effect of a
tower-top preamplifier at a site where the

L n•• (dB)
0
1.5
3.0
6
0
2
4
6
0
3
6
0
0
3
6
0
0
3
3
0
3
3

NRX (dB)
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

N.v. (dB)
9.5
10.9
12.3
15.1
12.3
13.3
14.6
16.1
20.3
20.6
21 .2
9.5
4.2
4.6
5.3
12.3
10.3
10.4
14.0
20.3
20.6
20.0

ambient noise level is at an absolute minimum. On line 12, no prcampli lier is used,
and the overall system noise figure is
9.5dB for a line loss of OdB. On line 13,
a preamplifier is used (line loss still OdB),
and the system noise figure is reduced to
4.2dB. This represents an improvement

of 5.3dB in the system noise figur~a
significant improvement. On line 14, the
line loss is increased to 3d8 and with the
preamplifier in place, the system noise
ligure only increases by 0.4dB. Thus, the
preamplifier docs an excellent job in improving the system performance in the
presence of low site noise. Even with a
6dB line loss (line 15), the system noise
figure is only 5.3d8.
Lines 16-19 show how a preamplifier
affects system performance in moderate
site noise levels. With a 1OdB antenna
noise ligure and OdB line loss, the system
noise ligure is 12.3dB without the preamplifier. With the preamplifier in line, the
system noise figure is improved by only
2dB (line 17). If the line loss is increased
by 3d8 (line 18), the system noise figure
only increases by 0. ldB.
Lines 20--22 show how system performance is affected by a preamplifier in a
high site noise environment. On line 20,
the preamplifier is not in line, and with
OdB line loss, the system noise figure is
20.3dB. If the line loss is increased to
3dB and still no preamplifier is in line.
the system noise fi gure is 20.6dB. Linc
loss has little effect. On line 22, the
preamplifier is insened in line, and with
3dB line loss the system noise figure is
20.0dB. This represents an improvement
of only 0.6dB compared to line 21, where
the preamplifier was not in line. From
this, it is obvious that a preamplifier is of
little value at communication sites where
the ambient noise level is quite high.
It is also apparent that in high ambient
site noise, small line losses have little
effect on the overall system perfom1ance.
This would include insertion losses of cavity
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ANTENNA NOISE FIGURE VS. SYSTEM NOISE FIGURE FOR A LINE LOSS
OF 1.5dB ANO RECEIVER SENSITIVITIES OF 0.25µ.V and 0.5µ.V SINAO SENSITIVITY
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Summa r y
Remember, s ite noise from several
sources adds as the root-su111-sq11are for
non-coherent noise voltages. lf a cert ain
transmitter is degrading your sys1em, it
will do no good to suppress that source of
noise much below the noise level o f the
general noise floor at the site. To be sure
you are attacking the problem at the correct transmitter, observe the difference in
noise degradation with the suspect transmitter up and down.
When the equivalent antenna noise figure is high, suppressing the noise level by
approximately 6dB plus the amounl of
degradation will yield about th e best
improvement.
Further suppression will be of little
benefit.
Until next time-stay tuned!
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below this level
improvement.

3S

ANTENNA EQUIVALENT NOISE FIGURE (dB)
Figure 4. Plot of a receiver with a sensitivity of 0.25mV (red), compared to tho plot of a receiver
with a 11onsltlvlty of 0.5µ.V (blue).
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fi hers and other insertion losses as well.

The isotee test
Suppose you perform an on-site test
with the isotee to discover just how much
s ite noise is degradi ng your receiving
system. Suppose that you measure a degradation of 20dB with the antenna connec ted vs. the dummy load. Study the
graph in Figure 4 above. This graph is for
a receive system with a line loss of l .SdB.
The blue graph represents a receiver with
n 12dB SINAD sensitivity of O.SµV, and
the red graph represents a receiver with a
12dB SINAD sensitivity o f 0.25µV.
Now, if our isotee measurement were
to indicate a degradation of 20d8 with the
antenna connected, the system noise figure would have been degraded by 20dB.
Add the 20dB to the point of the vertical
scale where the red graph in tersects. Thus,
20dB plus I !dB= 3 l dB. Move up to 3ldB
o n the vertical scale and over to the red
graph and down to the hori zontal scale,
and we find the antenna has an equivalent
noise figure of 3ldB. lf the external noise
is reduced by 20dB so that the equivalent
antenna noise figure is I ldB, then the
overall system noise figure will increase
less than 3dB. Move down the horizontal
scale from 3ldB to l ldB, up to the red
graph and over to the vertical scale to
about 13.SdB for the new system noise
figure. Suppression of the noise much
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